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Executive Summary

A marketing metamorphosis is underway. Traditional tactics and channels are being displaced by digital initiatives that are faster, more intuitive, and more relevant to customers’ needs. Many marketers are embracing these new changes, but others are being dragged kicking and screaming into these uncharted, yet immensely promising digital marketing waters. This metamorphosis awaits everyone who is doing business with B2B, B2C, or any other type of consumer today. The changes to marketing are a direct response to the revolutionary changes in consumer behavior. Consumers are empowered with access to information, access to social networks, and unprecedented access to choice. This means that if you can’t attract their attention or pique their interest with your marketing, someone else undoubtedly will. Thus it’s time to enter the Next Era of Digital Marketing Management.

Entering this new era of marketing requires skills, collaboration, and technology that have never before been a part of the marketer’s world. This paper, sponsored by Teradata, sheds light on the technology choices, organizational requirements, and consumer expectations that marketers will face when building for the Next Era of Digital Marketing Management. In this paper, you will learn:

**What are the benefits of an Integrated Marketing Management platform?**
Research shows that a full 85% of marketers believe that there is a need for a marketing suite, yet the challenges of integrating disparate systems, managing costs to execute, and aligning Marketing with IT to accomplish a functional suite are just too much to overcome. For these reasons, an IMM Platform is the appropriate choice for many marketers.

**Why is a private Digital Marketing Cloud likely in your future?**
The next era of Digital Marketing Management will relieve the burden of managing custom-tailored IT system interfaces, multi-source and multi-format data by managing this information in a private marketing cloud. We advocate for a Hadoop-based private cloud architecture because we’ve seen it work for large Enterprises.

**Who are the new chief officers in the next era of digital marketing?**
CMOs are commanding bigger budgets, assuming greater accountability and becoming more entrenched in their roles as the importance of marketing is realized across enterprises. These CMOs are fortifying their teams with new Chief Marketing Technologists, Data Scientists, and Experience Officers that are shouldering the burden of the growing marketing management responsibilities.

We invite you to read, ponder and engage with us as you read this paper and learn how companies are succeeding today and how you can enter the Next Era of Digital Marketing Management.

Marketing Gets Technical

Marketers today have suddenly found themselves in uncharted territory. Rather than focusing on advertising copy and digital creative, marketing departments are now usurping IT in their technology purchasing to analyze, automate and execute on marketing initiatives; and their budgets are following suit. Earlier this year Gartner made a bold prediction that CMOs will have larger technology budgets than CIOs by the year 2017. While some skeptics and IT-ownership crusaders refute this assertion, the facts are stacking up quickly against them. Marketers are indeed entering into a new era of technological empowerment and they are not letting IT resistors stand in their way.
These budget dollars and technologies are essential to coordinate multi-million dollar, cross-channel, individually targeted marketing campaigns. However, this newfound technology embrace leaves many marketers struggling to keep pace. Most CMOs are operating from fragmented views of marketing channels and/or independent data silos that fail to quantify marketing’s role as part of a multi-faceted process of interacting with consumers to achieve specific business results. Technologies available today from Teradata and a small handful of other progressive vendors allow marketers to utilize an integrated set of data storage, analysis, and automation solutions that provide an end-to-end Integrated Marketing Management toolset for the modern marketer. Yet, to do this, a new breed of Marketer needs to step up to the plate.

THE TECHNICAL MARKETER
The new breed of Marketer is not only comfortable in the digital native’s arena, but also equipped to tackle the complexity of javascript data collection, Sequel query analysis, and statistical interpretation necessary to do their jobs effectively. The game has changed for marketers and treading water in familiar territory won’t cut it anymore. The only way for Marketers to survive is to swim straight towards technology to embrace the digital customer of today.

Forrester recommends doing this at the enterprise level by creating a Marketing Technology Office (MTO) equipped with its own technology stack, service components and management responsibility over third party providers. They describe this MTO as:

“A center of excellence that leads technology strategy, develops marketing technologies, and evangelizes innovative uses throughout the marketing department.”

This MTO is the equivalent of command control for the modern Marketer to strategize, design, execute and evaluate marketing operations and campaign performance.

A FOCUS ON DATA
Previously, marketing could be managed and delivered using tried and true processes that sent carefully crafted messages to pre-selected segments in hopes that they’d respond favorably. This method of thoughtful marketing is simply too slow in the digital world. Consumers are looking for information in an instant and if your organization cannot provide the answers, they’re more than happy to turn to their social networks or even complete strangers for guidance. Or worse yet, they’ll forget about you entirely because you failed to make an impression on their digital horizon. Exceptional marketers are overcoming these challenges by migrating from marketing mechanics to metrics.

By using data to understand consumer actions, find behavioral patterns, and anticipate the response to targeted messages, marketers are gaining ground with digital consumers. These trends rely on the economies of big data processing and analysis to incorporate previously analog data into a digitized interactive environment. Yet, despite all the added benefits data brings to the marketer, the sheer volume of data sources is one of marketing’s biggest problems today.

OMNI-CHANNEL COMPLEXITY
The 2011 IBM Global Chief Marketing Officer Study identified a “complexity gap” among marketers. This gap is created by the fact that 79% of CMOs believe that the level of complexity generated by empowered consumers will be high or very high over the next five years. However, only 48% of these marketers feel that they are prepared to cope with this anticipated complexity.  

The number one source of concern for these marketers is “Data explosion” and how they can handle it. The best of breed are tackling the problem using a systematic approach. For inbound campaign management, dynamic responses require...
segmentation, attribution management, and then optimization to produce the appropriate content and response. This can be accomplished through data analysis and proper planning to configure marketing solutions to respond appropriately. For outbound campaign management, marketers are turning to integrated messaging solutions that include email, SMS, social media, and other channels where customers reside.

**Suite, Platform or Point Solution?**

There’s an age-old debate among technology buyers and users that has traditionally polarized the marketplace. In one camp, many advocate for assembling a series of best-of-breed point solutions to accomplish the many faceted needs of the digital marketer. In the opposing camp, there are those who lobby for buying a suite of products assembled into a tightly integrated portfolio from a single vendor to accomplish their needs. While both approaches are tenable, the current landscape of digital marketing encompasses such a broad spectrum of technologies and solutions that either option is likely to come up short in some aspect of the marketing management technology ecosystem.

Fortunately, a third category of marketing management technology assembly exists in the platforms offered by a growing number of vendors, including the sponsor of this paper, Teradata. Savvy marketers are turning to Integrated Marketing Management (IMM) product platforms that bundle a core set of technologies within a unified architecture. These platforms are preconfigured with essential technology integrations, and easily extensible to include add-ons when necessary. Using this platform approach, marketers are able to get up and running more quickly, leaving time for them to focus on connecting with customers rather than connecting disparate technologies.

**WEIGHING THE MARKETING MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS**

The category of Integrated Marketing Management (IMM) technologies is evolving almost as quickly as digital consumers themselves. But still, the core components of an IMM technology solution include: planning tools, resource management, real-time decisioning, demand generation, campaign management, marketing operations, and analysis capabilities. Despite the fact that this is already a hefty list of technologies, many traditional Enterprise Marketing Management solutions are not equipped to handle the new demands of modern digital marketers.

Some vendors, like Teradata are offering more comprehensive solutions by integrating all-important data warehousing and processing elements at the front end of their IMM tools; and adding direct-to-consumer multi-channel campaign deliverability functions on the execution side. These added technologies reflect the need for a more robust digital marketing management solution. However you choose to assemble your marketing technology stack is up to you, but there are typically three methods for accomplishing this essential task. Let’s take a closer look at each of the three categories:

**Suites** – The marketing technology suite is a tightly coupled solution offered by a single vendor with the goal of delivering a one-stop marketing management technology shop. The reality of the suite was made possible over the past decade by vendor innovation and market consolidation across the marketing landscape. Gartner identified three leading companies delivering IMM suites in its Magic Quadrant for Integrated Marketing Management last year that included technology stalwarts: IBM, SAS and Teradata. Yet, a new crop of vendors like Neolane, Marketo and HubSpot are rising as Integrated Marketing Management Suite contenders.
**Platforms** - The newest version of Integrated Marketing Management technology is a platform of core IMM products offered by a single vendor with established points of integration to accommodate other vendors’ point solutions. The inclusion of these additional technologies within a single platform is a direct response to the needs of today’s modern marketer. Recent research revealed that 85% of marketers believe that there is a need for a marketing suite, yet the challenges of integrating disparate systems, managing costs to execute, and aligning Marketing with IT to accomplish a functional suite are just too much to overcome. For these reasons, an IMM Platform is the appropriate choice for many marketers because a larger set of core technologies alleviates these challenges by pre-configuring integrations, containing costs, and issuing greater marketing department control over the technology.

**Point Solutions** - This category describes a series of best-of-breed technology solutions sourced from a series of different vendors. Ancient marketers might tell you that “back in the day,” every marketing effort required an assembly of best-of-breed point solutions because there were no other options. While this may be somewhat true, assembling a diverse set of technologies comes with inherent challenges and fewer marketers are electing for this option. According to a 2012 CMO Council study of 200 global marketers, only 36 percent reported a random embrace of marketing point solutions that are not well integrated or unified. ²

![Figure 1. Marketing Management Technology Assembly Options](image)

A note about hybrids: while it would be tidy to state that the three options above represent the entire list of options for any IMM technology selection, the reality is that myriad variations exist. Vendors are continuously adapting their offerings, building extensive integrations and making acquisitions that cause them to shift their core products to incorporate more and more solutions. Thus, there is no static system that will persevere indefinitely. That said, if you can identify your comprehensive marketing management technology needs up front, you can make the task of selecting a suite, platform, or point solution less daunting.

**REQUIREMENTS LIST**

It’s tempting for marketers to be lured by the potential of every new marketing technology that promises better, faster, easier management of their increasingly complex jobs. And while new technology offerings often solve problems in innovative ways, the challenge becomes integrating new tools into an existing technology infrastructure.

To mitigate temptation, it’s best to identify a list of must-have technology solutions that will carry you into the next era of marketing management. As your marketing interactions become more diverse, you may end up augmenting this list, yet Web Analytics Demystified issues the following guidance on the three essential aspects of a comprehensive Integrated Marketing Management solution.

1. Strategic Planning and Workflow. Despite shifting budgets and an influx of cash dedicated to technology, marketers are still accountable for proving the value of their efforts in no uncertain terms. Doing this requires foresight and planning on a grand scale to align campaigns across all channels with organizational goals -- while managing spending and ROI in real-time. The marketing management toolkit needs to offer resource management and workflow process that creates a collaborative environment between Marketing, Sales, Customer Service, and outside agencies. This fusion of teams and efforts will help to identify what's working (at what cost) and how individual efforts are meeting customer needs. Without these collaborative elements, the strategy behind the marketing will never break free of the all-too-common enterprise silos.

2. Big Data Storage and Analysis. All of the strategic planning and collaboration in the world cannot deliver exceptional marketing unless there is a sharp focus on the customer. This focus comes into view through data. And as we well know, customer data today is compiled from many disparate sources. It's not uncommon to interact with consumers across Web, Call Center, Email, Social Media and Mobile channels within the course of just one transaction, let alone over the lifetime of the customer relationship. The next era of Digital Marketing Management will relieve the burden of managing custom-tailored IT system interfaces, multi-source and multi-format data by managing this information in a private marketing cloud. We advocate for a Hadoop-based private cloud architecture because we've seen it work for large enterprises. This digital marketing cloud should include data from operational marketing systems as well as a bi-directional flow to the customer database or CRM system of record. Further, MapReduce capabilities within the cloud will enable analysis of customer segments, behavioral history, and marketing effectiveness that can feed back into the strategic planning process. Your private marketing cloud can be hosted by your own IT department, an internal Marketing Technology group, or the platform vendor.

3. Multi-Channel Campaign Execution. When it comes to routing inbound marketing referrals to relevant content, or delivering outbound messages at precisely the right moment, marketers require a technology solution that can analyze, automate, and deliver in real-time. While these capabilities have long been part of the IMM promise, the next generation of marketing management will include a messaging center that coordinates and executes as an integrated part of the platform, rather than an add-on solution. This digital messaging center functions as a real-time campaign execution hub that has hooks into the digital marketing cloud and extensible data systems. These hooks are carefully designed conduits that manage customer dialogues by calculating the precise message for individual consumers across a wide range of qualification, lifecycle, preference, and other stored attributes. A functional digital messaging center will handle Recipient Management, Targeting, Personalization, Content Management and Deliverability reporting across Email, SMS, and Social channels.

INTEGRATION PAINS
It's worth noting that every integrated marketing solution will have its own unique integration challenges. Given the broad diversity of marketing solutions and applications in existence today, there will ultimately be a need to integrate an email delivery vendor, an antiquated customer database, or a social monitoring technology that is a must have for someone in the organization. Integration challenges will vary widely based on the budgets, constraints, and legacy technologies that each organization brings. In our experience we've recognized that there are a few known stumbling blocks that you should anticipate.

With any multiple-vendor integration project, there will be services and costs associated. If you've got a crackerjack team of marketing technologists then this may not be an issue for you. Yet, for most companies this requires working with IT to integrate QA and launch efforts, which all come with their own development queues that could slow you down tremendously. Additionally, when working with multiple systems, you may also encounter
data translation errors. Simply migrating data from one system to another can be challenging in itself, yet translating data into a NoSQL environment or a relational database for use by your automated marketing solution can present problems. Finally, integration can wreak havoc on the user experience because of underlying inconsistencies in data such as single sign-on or unique customer identifiers that may differ between applications. Each of these issues reinforces the case for a marketing management suite or platform where many of the integrations are already taken care of ahead of time.

![Diagram of Operational Marketing Systems and Customer DB/CRM integration]

**Figure 2. Private Digital Marketing Clouds will become IMM Requirements**

### The Next Era of Digital Marketing Management

“Many marketers dream about true IMM - where both sides of marketing, the operations and the campaign management functions, are aligned, synchronized, and efficiently adding value to each other.... Imagine your world where workflow alerts go beyond approvals, and combine with automated predictive modeling to identify opportunities for cross channel synergy. For example, highlighting customers where an SMS or social follow-up to an email campaign can improve results. Imagine if your spend management analysis tracks the success of campaign deployments back to budgets and allows decisions on re-allocation, or the occasional double down, for each initiative....”

This dream-like vision of true Integrated Marketing Management, published only a short year ago, is now a reality for many organizations. At the time that this statement was published, many marketing organizations were struggling to assemble a series of point solutions because of limited marketing technology budgets, and many still are today. Yet, the tides are turning and tech savvy marketers are executing on this vision of true IMM.

We at Web Analytics Demystified believe that a real-time marketing interaction management solution that treats each customer as an individual by building relationships based on a digital memory of preferences, purchases and inferences is attainable at mass-market scale. Today, these capabilities are competitive differentiators for enterprises that have adopted the next generation of marketing management, but within the next five years, they will be table stakes for any company that interacts with consumers across multiple channels.

---

CUSTOMERS FIRST
It’s no accident that customer interactions dominate more than half of the digital marketing management platform of the future. Without customers your business would quickly become extinct. With them, you can learn immeasurable things about your products, the level of service your teams deliver, and your corporate standing in the eyes of consumers. Yet, marketing management on the consumer front is about so much more…. It’s about engaging with customers to build relationships. This requires a fundamental mind-shift for marketers to turn the corner on marketing tactics of old and embrace the marketing revolution at hand. That shift is no longer about marketing to consumers, but rather it’s about engaging with them.

Many marketers are doing this today. But others still have yet to realize that they are missing key elements of their marketing programs because they cannot meet consumers on the channels of their choice and when they do reach them, they often miss the mark with irrelevant messages or missed opportunities. The fact is that marketers are not driving the need for an improved version of IMM; consumers are. Marketers have, by and large, ceded control to consumers and they need technologies to help manage the internal processes necessary to understand behavioral trends and respond to implicit and explicit consumer demands on the channels they’re operating on in real-time.

A 340-DEGREE VIEW
Bill Gassman, a world renowned Gartner Analyst, was famous for stating that the notion of a 360-degree view of the customer was simply rude… He thought that 340-degrees would allow consumers to have at least a little privacy. We agree. When treading into the sensitive waters of real-time interactions based on website behavior, predictive algorithms, and psychographic profiles, it’s essential to maintain a high degree of privacy. Marketers wielding marketing platforms of the future will have the ability to tread across the “creepy” line with targeted marketing with greater ease than ever before. Thus, it’s imperative that consumers are kept informed about what data is used to deliver marketing messages, which includes potentially explaining why an individual is receiving any given communication.
The future of Digital Marketing Management holds Marketing Analytics as a key component, which includes access to not only program and campaign-level details, but also access to a customer data warehouse often containing personally identifiable information. Thus, the imperative for stakeholders vested in precision marketing performance is to steward that data with the utmost security. Each petabyte of data amassed within the marketing ecosystem has the potential to reveal patterns of performance that not only shed light on what customers did, but what they are also likely to do in the future. Yet, if handled improperly, that data could also influence a mass exodus of customers.

THE NEW CHIEF OFFICERS
The next era of Digital Marketing Management also requires a new roster of executives to lead the way into an evolved state of interactive marketing. While many C-Suite roles are chastised as mere vanity titles, these functions are important in elevating the oversight and management of key marketing functions. To put this another way, marketing departments have not only outgrown the technologies that were previously sufficient to interact with consumers, but the job has grown too big for a single Chief Marketing Officer. The historic tenure of a CMO, which was previously pegged at 24 months, was recently displaced with a study that found CMOs in office for a whopping 43 months on average.4 The reason cited by the authors of the study is that CMOs are becoming more entrenched in their roles as the importance of marketing is realized across enterprises. At the same time, CMOs are also fortifying their teams with new chiefs that are shouldering the burden of the growing marketing management responsibilities. Here are three chief roles that have the potential to impact your business in profound ways.

The Chief Marketing Technologist. Perhaps the most senior role sitting below the Chief Marketing Officer is that of the Chief Marketing Technologist. This new hybrid comprised of one part techno geek and one part direct-to-consumer marketer will fill an increasingly important role in marketing organizations across the globe. With a dotted line to the CIO, the Marketing Technologist is in command of all data necessary to operate a fully functional marketing management platform. Scott Brinker, who is a self proclaimed Marketing Technologist and also the President and CTO of Ion Interactive, believes that the Chief Marketing Technologist needs to align with senior management on marketing IT governance and “to incorporate and leverage marketing technology as a product and within products”.5 These functions underscore the importance of marketing technology management and begin to reveal some of the internal benefits of employing such a system.

The Chief Data Scientist. The influx of big data has given rise to a new breed of scientific chief of the data persuasion. According to McKinsey consultants, data scientists pack a hearty payoff for businesses that employ them. In other words, this isn’t just another vanity title. “Retailers, for example, can increase operating margins by up to 60% simply by having these experts analyze large data sets to their fullest. The U.S. health care industry, meanwhile, stands to capture more than $300 billion annually in new value with their help, McKinsey finds.”6 The term Data Scientist was coined at LinkedIn by D.J. Patil, who described these professionals as “…people to make the data come alive”. But, Diego Klabjan, an associate professor at Northwestern University, explains that a “data scientist is able to derive unique and unexpected values from data or propose changes in business processes supported by the data.” A definition that sheds a glimmer of light on what this new class of chief officer will contribute to the marketing management discipline in coming years.

The Chief Experience Officer. With a renewed interest in customer relationship marketing, the existence of this role takes that commitment beyond lip service by making it a reality. Chief Experience Officers may be prevalent at agencies, but direct to consumer enterprises from retail to healthcare are setting up Chief Experience Offices

---

4 Source: CMO Tenure Hits 42 Month Mark

5 Source: Who is a Chief Marketing Technologist?
http://www.chiefmartec.com/2008/03/who-is-a-chief.html

6 Source: The Rise of the Data Scientist, Teradata Magazine
http://teradatamagazine.com/article.aspx?id=16056
of their own. The core function of this Chief Officer is to ensure the satisfaction of your customers – regardless of the channel(s) by which they interact with the brand. This comes at the cost of soliciting their feedback, incorporating it into your product development and customer service cycles – AND – demonstrating that you were listening by following through with a customer follow-up. This is no easy task for any brand, particularly one with millions of customers. Yet, to really up the game in your marketing management, this will be a critical role on the marketing team.

Marketing Fluidity

The Holy Grail for a Digital Marketing Management solution is one that operates fluidly. This fluidity comes from diligent attention to detail in the strategic planning stages and well-defined processes that facilitate operational collaboration. These elemental components establish the foundation for a marketing operations function that is capable of engaging with consumers on multiple levels in highly coordinated fashion. By adding marketing analytics function, the ability to manage against a solid basis of quantitative data provides a bedrock of certainty. While automation plays a critical role in this process, don’t bank on the idea of “set it and forget it” marketing. This is perhaps the most blasphemous statement in digital marketing. The job of the interactive marketer is never complete because it feeds off of a continuous loop of customer feedback, experiential behavior and erratic buying cycles. The beauty of a well-functioning digital marketing solution is that it can react dynamically and make course corrections at any moment based on consumer demands. This only happens in a fluid and agile environment where human strategists rely on machine-analyzed data patterns.

R.I.P. SERENDIPITY AS WE KNOW IT

Good marketing is seamless. It’s an extension of the phenomena you experience when you take notice of something for the first time and then begin to see your new interest everywhere. Good marketing creates these exposure opportunities and experiences on your behalf based on the digital footprints you create when browsing online and interacting across social networks. Good marketers use technology to deliver these serendipitous moments in anything but coincidental orchestration. The flipside to this type of seemingly serendipitous marketing is really bad marketing that misses the mark. Examples of bad marketing abound, yet the irony of fluid marketing is that it’s so good; it seems like coincidence.

WHERE IT’S WORKING

While examples of great marketing may not jump out at you, there are companies that are making an impact on customers one at a time. With the help of advanced Integrated Marketing Management technologies from Teradata, we’ve uncovered a handful of organizations that are demonstrating the future through their innovative deployment of these solutions.

A national retailer was in need of a technology refresh to help them better connect with their loyal customers. To do this, they identified a need to kick-off a customer-centric marketing program that would involve the re-launch of their Customer Rewards program. This required an integrated marketing solution, so they turned to Aprimo Campaign Management to segment customers and create better messages and offers. Using email marketing and integrated campaign management, this nationwide retailer delivered personalized dialogues to collect, maintain, evaluate, and analyze buying patterns of customers. The results helped the retailer reduce costs by more efficiently marketing to known customers and lift revenue through increased average order sizes. Additionally, their RFM analysis helped determine customer profitability and ultimately led to a more successful Rewards program.
A leading US financial services corporation was looking for a way to maximize their outbound communications with customers to reduce operational costs and engage customers to sign up for new services. By analyzing their customer data using marketing analytics, using the Aprimo Digital Messaging Center this company was able to create and deliver targeted emails at key stages of the customer journey including Welcome and Statement announcement programs to retain profitable customers. They also utilized credit card branding to enhance email performance with re-designed templates that showcased branding of individual credit cards. These marketing tactics were made possible by solutions from Teradata that produced significant results. By automating the mailing of 180 different message types (rewards, offers, services, etc.), and tailoring emails to specific credit card brands, they were able to save 60 person-hours per week in email setup and maintenance time. What’s more, they produced an annual saving of $60k while improving communications with customers at the same time.

An international travel and hospitality corporation wanted to engage its upscale clientele with more relevant emails to improve its customer acquisition efforts in digital channels. They knew that by engaging customers with more enticing emails they could increase open rates beyond industry benchmarks, drive more traffic to their digital assets and increase inquiries via digital channels. The organization turned to eCircle, a Teradata company, to create a series of email content management templates designed for targeting to specific customer segments. These new templates were catered to the company’s specific offerings and conveyed messaging that would appeal to their discerning client segments. Using A/B split testing, they refined the messaging to arrive at an optimal solution for success. The results proved that the effort was effective because the company increased email open rates by 30%, which exceeded industry standards. Additionally, they increased customer engagement by improving click through rates by more than 100%. These improvements contributed to a significant increase in customer inquiries via digital channel precisely as designed.

ACHIEVING GREATNESS
These stories of where it’s working only begin to scratch the surface of the power of digital and integrated marketing management capabilities. As more organizations adapt technology platforms and employ the specialized resources necessary to mine the data and produce truly engaging interactive marketing, we will start to see even more stories of success. Meanwhile, the next generation of Marketing Management will offer a platform that can help you get started on your way to greatness. Here’s what you can expect from the next generation of marketing management solutions:

**Simply send the most advanced highly personalized messages.** Product images, consumer reviews, price changes, and more can be automatically attributed to your messages from the private digital marketing cloud. This level of personalization is possible through a combination of customer profile, tracked behaviors, and segment intelligence. The result is higher open rates for email, SMS, social and other digital channels that will achieve greater relevance for customers.

**Fast campaign turn-around times.** Faster campaign turn-arounds not only get your messages into the field more quickly, but also capitalize on critical buying cycles. With your data and business logic already in the cloud you save time on imports, campaign set up and testing for faster response times.

**Reduced IT dependency.** In addition to a Marketing Technologist on your team, you’ll be able to employ technology of your own to manage and execute effective marketing. These solutions allow you to store your data in every format you like - no custom data schemas, no preformatting, no worries.

**Easy setup – easy integration.** While the promise of easy integration is thrown about all too often, this time it’s true. The future of Integrated Marketing Management will allow you to tear down data silos within your company and leverage valuable data from other systems.
Highest Data Security. The all-important data security layer is not overlooked here. Data never leaves jurisdiction and is saved in your own private cloud with redundant data centers. This can be communicated to consumers to bolster confidence and keep them thinking about your products, not your data practices.

Conclusion

The next era of Digital Marketing Management takes a strategic approach to building customer relationships by maximizing big data intelligence, leveraging technology automation, and integrating directly with campaign execution. This is digital marketing and campaign management delivered together like never before.

Yet, to achieve this new level of marketing excellence, organizations must embrace a new mindset for marketing. This mindset begins with empowering Marketing Departments with the appropriate technology platform to interpret, process and respond to consumers across digital channels in real-time. Next, marketers need to assemble a team capable of conducting the scientific analysis necessary to reach consumers on their terms as well as designing user interfaces that not only work on every new device available to a consumer, but that don't impede the fluidity of a great digital experience. Finally, ensuring that the technology you employ has an integrated deliverability component that offers a feedback loop to show where your marketing efforts are working and where they fall short. Digital Marketing Management is a new science and organizations that accelerate their metamorphosis will achieve significant competitive advantage over their peers that are lagging behind.

To learn more about what's possible today or to see any of Teradata's solutions for Integrated Marketing Management, we encourage you to reach out to Web Analytics Demystified or to Teradata, Aprimo or eCircle directly to engage with us and to develop your vision of the Next Era of Digital Marketing Management.
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